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→LAV Artist
Residence

LAV is an artistic residency program within Espacio
Lavadero.
LAV aims to accommodate artistic creation in situ in the
city of Granada.
LAV is a space for creation and exhibition based on
coexistence and community.
LAV as support to the current artistic sector of emerging
international art.
LAV as a laboratory for experimental creation, as an
exhibition and informative space.

→Granada

The residency program is located in the center of the city
of Granada, a city with a great historical heritage and a
culture based on diversity. An ideal place to explore and
create, with access to local archives, libraries, museums,
theaters and the university.
Granada is an ideal setting for creation, being a
multicultural, open and accessible city. Its location places
us close to neighborhoods and enclaves full of inspiration,
such as El Albaicín, El Realejo, La Alhambra, Sierra
Nevada or La Alpujarra.

→Residence

LAV is an international residency program for current
creators and contemporary artists.
LAV offers a space for creation and at the same time
for exhibition. The residence includes a workshop, an
showroom for specific events, accommodation and other
services.

→Modalities

LAV offers several types of residency to best suit your
needs as an artist: for stays of two weeks to two months.

→Short
stay

Duration: 2 weeks
Fee: 450 €
Included services:
→→Accommodation in the urban center of Granada: single room in a shared
flat, with expenses included.
→→Own creation workshop: work table, wardrobe and chair.
→→Office furniture and supplies: printer, scanner, etc.
→→Internet access..
→→→Rest area, kitchen and bathroom: microwave, refrigerator, coffee maker,
library, sofa, etc..
*The costs of travel, subsistence and creation materials are not included in the rate.

→Middle
stay

Duration: 1 month
Fee: 700 €
Included services:
→→Accommodation in the urban center of Granada: single room in a shared
flat, with expenses included.
→→Own creation workshop: work table, wardrobe and chair.
→→Office furniture and supplies: printer, scanner, etc.
→→Internet access.
→→→Rest area, kitchen and bathroom: microwave, refrigerator, coffee maker,
library, sofa, etc.
→→Showroom: solo show, conferences, presentations, etc.
*The costs of travel, subsistence and creation materials are not included in the rate..

→Long
stay

Duration: 2 months
Fee: 1300 €
Included services:
→Accommodation in the urban center of Granada: single room in a shared
flat, with expenses included.
→→Own creation workshop: work table, wardrobe and chair.
→→Office furniture and supplies: printer, scanner, etc.
→→Internet access.
→→→Rest area, kitchen and bathroom: microwave, refrigerator, coffee maker,
library, sofa, etc.
→→Showroom: solo show, conferences, presentations, etc.
*The costs of travel, subsistence and creation materials are not included in the rate.

→Showroom

→Workshop

→Rest Zone

→Application

To make your registration in the residences you can send us an email
to Espaciolavadero@gmail.com or fill out the web form:
https://espaciolavadero.com/en/lav-artist-residence
Then we will send you an email where you can follow the following
steps:
- Sending documentation provided by the artist
- Selection and evaluation of the project
- Formalization of payment

→Payment

Payment will be made by bizum or bank transfer. It will be necessary
to contribute 50% to formalize the reservation. The remaining amount
will be contributed at the beginning of the stay.
In the case of cancellation, if it is done 30 days before the reserved
date, the money will be returned in full, if on the contrary the 30-day
period has already expired, no refund will be made.

→Conditions

LAV beneficiaries undertake to make good use of the Espacio Lavadero
facilities and the accommodation, as well as the good treatment of
the people who make up the space and accommodation.
Espacio Lavadero is an art and coworking gallery, so it is a shared
workplace between several members of different disciplines.
The Espacio Lavadero exhibition hall will be available for specific
events, such as just shows, conferences, presentations, etc. (available
only for medium and long stays).
The accommodation is a shared apartment with a single room,
kitchen, bathroom and terrace with views of the city. It is located in
the heart of Granada, about 500 m from Espacio Lavadero.
Faced with the non-compliance of the aforementioned conditions,
the LAV organization will be forced to expel the beneficiary from the
residence, having 3 days to leave the Espacio Lavadero facilities and
the accommodation.

→Acceptance

The artists and creators benefiting from the LAV artist residency
undertake to fully accept the rules when participating, as well as the
transfer of images and documentation of the project to be carried out
for their dissemination in the media.
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